Map in Jungmun Area

Distance (from accommodations to attractions)

• To Soombi Garden: Around 10 minutes
• To Swiri Beach: Around 10 minutes
• To Jeju Olle Road 8: Around 15 minutes
• To Jungmun Beach: Around 20 minutes

※ For the detailed directions, please ask the hotel where you are staying.
**Jungmun Area**

*Closed Accommodations: Lotte Hotel, The Shilla Jeju, Hyatt Regency Jeju, The Suites Hotel, Hotel Hana*

*Recommended Attractions: Jungmun Beach, Soombi Garden, Swiri Beach, Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 8’*

---

**Jungmun Beach**
Take a romantic walk along the beautiful beach of Jeju Jungmun Complex and breathe in the enchanting scenery of the east and west.

**Soombi Garden**
Soombi Garden is the place where has the boasting a cool breeze, the sweet scent of grass, and the different colors and natural sounds of each season.

**Swiri Beach**
Swiri Beach is shadowed by two grand pine trees and has a view of the Joongmoon sea. The bench has a flower garden at each end filled with rape flowers in spring, hydrangeas in summer, Cosmos in autumn, and reeds in winter.

**Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 8’**
Olle is a walking trail on Jeju Island. Route 8 continues along the seashore through Jusangjeolli which is a formation of stone pillars piled up along the coast and passes in front of Hyatt Regency Jeju.
Promenade near Accommodations

Map in Seogwipo-Si Area

- Distance (from accommodations to attractions)
  - To Lee Jung Seop Street: Around 20 minutes
  - To Cheonjeyeon Falls: Around 15 minutes
  - To Jeongbang Falls: Around 20 minutes
  - To Jeju Olle Road 7: Around 20 minutes
  - To Jeju Olle Road 6: Around 20 minutes
  - Saeseom Island: Around 25 minutes

※ For the detailed directions, please ask the hotel where you are staying.
Seogwipo-Si Area

Artist Lee Jung Seop is known for his paintings, reminiscent of Fauvism. Seogwipo City purchased the house, restored it to its original form and also created the Lee Joong Seop Memorial Hall. The street in front of his house, which he walked day and night, was renamed Lee Jung Seop Street.

*Closed Accommodations: Ocean Palace Hotel, BENIKEA Crystal Hotel, Daekuk Isleinn Hotel, Goodinn Hotel, Little France Hotel, New Kyungnam Hotel

*Recommended Attraction: Jeongbang Falls, Saesom Island Saeyeongyo Bridge, Lee Jung Seop Street

Jeongbang Falls
Jeongbang Falls is only waterfall in Asia that falls directly into the ocean. It is a great place to relax during the summer. There is an observatory at the top of the cliff, from which you can command a fine view of the sea.

Saeseom Island Saeyeongyo Bridge
Saeyeongyo Bridge is the longest pedestrian overpass created in the southern-most area of the country. With the creation of the bridge, it has become much easier for people to travel to Birds Island, which features the island's ecosystem designated as a warm temperate forest conservation zone.

Lee Jung Seop Street
Artist Lee Jung Seop is known for his paintings, reminiscent of Fauvism. Seogwipo City purchased the house, restored it to its original form and also created the Lee Joong Seop Memorial Hall. The street in front of his house, which he walked day and night, was renamed Lee Joong Seop Street.
Hotel ▶▶ Seogwipo-Si Area

*Closed Accommodations: Seogwipo KAL Hotel, Sun Beach Hotel

*Recommended Attraction: Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 6’

Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 6’
Starting from the Soesokkak estuary, the sixth route cuts through downtown Seogwipo and leads past Cheonjiyeon Falls and finishes at Oedolgae rock. The route includes both coastal and downtown areas.
- Route: Soesokkak → Jejigi Oreum → Gudumi Port → Seogwipo KAL Hotel → Sojeongbang Falls → Lee Jung Seop Gallery → Cheonjiyeon Falls Promenade → Oedolgae

Resort ▶▶ Seogwipo-Si Area

*Closed Accommodations: Wonder Resort

*Recommended Attraction: World Cup Stadium, Seri World

Seri World
It is near by Seogwipo World Cup Stadium which is voted as one of the world's most beautiful Stadium. Seri world is a theme park and offers both tour and experience.
*Closed Accommodations: Y Resort

*Recommended Attraction: Hwasun Golden Sand Beach, Marine Park

**Hwasun Golden Sand Beach**
It is surrounded by beautiful nature. It is close to Sanbangsan Mountain and the Yongmeori Coastline, and the islands of Hyeongjedo, Marado, and Gapado are off the coast to the southwest. On one side of the beach is a fresh water spring where people can enjoy a freshwater bath.

*Closed Accommodations: Jeju Poonglim Resort, Olleyo Resort

*Recommended Attraction: Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 7’

**Jeju Olle Road ‘Route 7’**
Nearly all of this route is along the coast. It is lined with pampas grass and various wild flowers and offers spectacular views.

· Route: Oedolgae → Subongno → Beophwan Port → World Cup Sageori(Intersection) → Seogwondo Seaside Promenade → Poonglim Resort → Gangjeonghang Port → Wolpyeong Port
Resort

*Closed Accommodations: Jungmun Resort

*Recommended Attraction: Cheonjeyeon Falls, Swiri Beach

Cheonjeyeon Falls
It is named 'The pond of God', consists of 3 parts. Around the falls, a variety of plant life thrives, such as the rare ‘solipnan’ reeds. To the east, there is a cave where cold water pours from the ceiling to create a waterfall. The water from the first waterfall becomes the second and third waterfalls and flows into the sea.

Swiri Beach
Swiri Beach is shadowed by two grand pine trees and has a view of the Joongmoon sea. The bench has a flower garden at each end filled with rape flowers in spring, hydrangeas in summer, Cosmos in autumn, and reeds in winter.